Diploid Genetic Algorithm (MCDGA) is studied in order to apply the scheduling theory to the production practice. Aimed at the job-shop dynamic scheduling for agile manufacturing, Job Shop Problem model based on MCDGA is proposed. Finally, the present algorithm is tested on Shanghai Volkswagen, Automobile Co.Ltd. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm is more effective compared with genetic algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Scheduling plays a crucial role in manufacturing industries.For years, researchers have proposed various solutions for job-shop and flow-shop problems. Due to both its large number of applications and its solution complexity, Job Shop Problem (JSP) is the most widely studied abstract and difficult problem that has attracted much attention. It is also, paradoxically, one of the least realistic, particularly was rarely extended to include assembly constraint.
In particular, for the solution of JSP and its variations, a number of meta-heuristics have been successfully applied, such as: simulation of resource flows analysis on complicated interaction [1] [2] , greedy randomized adaptive search procedure [3] , hybridization of evolutionary algorithms and fuzzy logic [4] .
Based on such background, this paper describes an MCDGA based method to solve the JSP problems with more competitive ability to find efficient solutions in a short time, and analyzes the efficiency of the heuristic methods in detail. Finally there is a concrete calculate example through simulation.
II. JOB-SHOP SCHEDULING PROBLEM BASED ON MCDGA
Genetic Algorithm has been successfully applied to finding solution of operation be dispatched, but also embodies its superiority in operation, but it can not obtain a perfect result when using punishing function for the problems made the best that the Genetic Algorithm is limited, so when Genetic Algorithm is applied to find the best solution of quantity of storage, it may be used to handle limit condition, and select proper overlapping coefficient plan to scout with Genetic Algorithm under always needing capacity, so it avoids introducing punishing function to the function of adaptation degree. What this paper considers is the MCDGA and its use in solving JSP, and Job-shop scheduling function tests effectively demonstrate the MCDGA and its use in solving multi-dimensional, dynamic and complex issues had shown excellent performance. The basic factors of MCDGA are decided as follows:
Step 1: Antigens and antibodies coding identification For method of chromosome coding based on the procedure, each gene represents a procedure the sequence of procedure in the codes chain represents the scheduling order of project. Because of the restriction by the order, not all the arrays represent workable scheduling. Therefore, whether during the selection of the initial populations, or during the evolution, the feasibility of chromosomes should be checked.
Due to MCDGA, each individual has two chromosomes, one is dominant, and the other is recessive. Modern bionics technologies use immunity to solve scheduling problem with representing feasible solutions by antibodies, constrains and objective functions by antigen.
Step 2: Antibody evaluation Antibody affinity shows that the degree of similarity of two antibodies. Concretely speaking, it is assumed that M is a character set including m characters, population G is a set which constituted by l strings, that is:
The entropy concept was introduced by Claude E. Shannon. According to the definition of Shannon's entropy, if x is a continuous random variable and ( ) f x is its density function defined in the domain R , then the entropy x is defined as follows:
Similarly, if x is a discrete random variable with distribution given by:
Then the locus of information entropy can be expressed as follows [5] :
where ij p is the probability of sign i appeared j
Information entropy of population G is as follows:
The Affinity of antibody u and antibody v is denoted by ( ) 
Therefore,
where σ is concentration threshold, 0
According to the definition of antibody concentration, Step 3: Definition of the fitness function [6] Because of the requirements of agility, regards the shortest for the total completion time as fitness function of the scheduling problem. If the smaller of scheduling structure evaluation indicator, the better of scheduling results, it should choose a larger number, then construct the expression of individual fitness function for solving the maximum problem. Genetic Algorithm just is based on individual being selected by degree of adaptation so that the individual whose value of adaptation is big has choice to generate more filial generation. Because the function of adaptation degree of Genetic Algorithm is found a maximum, we select negative number of objective function as the function of adaptation degree, namely: Step 4: Selection operation
Selection operation is applied for operating individuals in the population according to the principle, that is, the individuals with higher fitness value possess bigger probability of surviving in next generation, and the individuals with lower fitness value possess smaller probability of surviving in next generation. Roulette wheel selection is used for MCDGA, it is just a proportional strategy based on fitness value, with the property that better individuals possess bigger survival probability in proportional way, and all the individuals in the population have the opportunity to be selected.
Step 5: Crossover operation
A crossover operation to the individual in a pool of chromosomes is operated with the crossover probability c P on the formula below [7] : to remain the individual diversity in the population and quicken the evolutional speed.
Step 6: Mutation operation
The mutation operation is to make some genes of individuals change for the other genes of the same individuals, thus generate a new individual. The two main purposes are: (1) improve the search power of algorithm, (2) to maintain diversification of the population and prevent premature phenomenon. In this paper, we select the mutation operation as follows:
For the mutation probability m p , we transform the individual from the first component, for the randomly generated number According to the same way, we make the second bit, the third bit, …… , and the nth bit. , then the second bit 6, the third bit 3, until the last.
Step 7 
III. JOB-SHOP SCHEDULING PROBLEM MATHEMATICAL MODEL
A. Mathematical model for the MCDGA Job-shop scheduling problem can be described as: A processing system, n special products of different processing routes process on H machines, H machines can be expressed by
Each part i has process j batch k needs processing. Per batch
can be processed by any machine in the equipment set. The scheduling problem is to find a series of operation of job on given machines in order to make some object functions get the best value. 
B. Parameters Declaration

C. Model Description
Objective function Taking into account of extra installation, the least of free processing time and the least of longest finishing time, the objective function is as follows:
F is defined as extra installation, can be expressed as follows: 1 , , ,
F is the least of free processing time, can be expressed as follows: MCDGA is used to determine the parameters to the size of groups 50 M = , the largest number of iterative is 300 N = , cross-probability is 0.6 pc J = ， mutation probability is 0.01
In the circumstances of the quotient =1, the number of vaccine of the library is 50 × 10% × 6 = 30; 1 w , 2 w and 3 w respectively is 0.3, 0.2, 0.5, this vector as a constant is into the underlay, combinate randomly generated 50 groups corresponding portfolio flows of underlay (specific data is not shown), adopt the corresponding MCDGA to calculate the random value underlay, after 300 genetic variations, produce 300 new results that meet objective function value underlay and the corresponding constraints, the above mentioned flow through the distribution of values is into the underlay, producing the latest group, select the objective function to obtain the minimum value, get a new set of values.
The simulation experiment is to test the utilization of equipment and the total completion time after optimization scheduling MCDGA, to compare with results of other algorithm scheduling. The results see Table II . Three kinds of algorithm are calculated through curve fitting, and finally the evolution curve of shop scheduling is shown in Figure 2 The simulation results show that, scheduling model based on MCDGA has a good global scheduling function. It can improve performance and efficiency of the system, and increase the machine utilization.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
All results presented in this paper have very good effect on job shop scheduling. They are effective supports in working out a scheduling planning for the scheduling department of production enterprise. The search on job shop scheduling problem has very important value in theoretical significance and application value.
As future work, it would be nice to have a formal proof of the NP-completeness of the problem. The performance of the MCDGA may be improved by developing a more efficient visibility function and implementing a different pheromone update mechanism. In addition, a local search algorithm may be utilized to further enhance the solution quality, if needed. The branch and bound algorithm could be developed further in terms of branching strategies and by different bounding schemes.
